
15 Tech Specialists for a UK-
based Health Care Startup

About C the signs

Our client is a startup that developed a 

cancer prediction system. Their technology 

helps clinicians identify a patient's cancer risk 

in just 30 seconds. 


With early diagnosis of all varieties of cancer, 

healthcare providers give their patients the 

best chances to survive the disease.

Company name: C the Signs

Industry: Health Care Tech

Location: London, United Kingdom

Company size: 50+ employees



The client was looking for 15 tech 

specialists to assemble an effective team 

for their R&D office in Ukraine. In particular, 

they needed 4 FE React Developers, 4 BE 

Java Developers, 6 AQA specialists, and a 

.NET Engineer.

Client’s reQuest

Not all candidates see themselves working in 

a startup, so we were ready to face some 

prejudice in this regard. Mastery of objection 

handling and the skill of building strong 

relationships with the best Ukrainian tech 

experts allowed us to find the perfect match 

for each position.


Add to that effective candidate screening 

methods and proven HR interview techniques, 

and you will get the formula for successful in-

house hiring for the R&D office in Ukraine.

OUR approach

Global Recruitment Lead at StaffingPartner

Project Account Manager
Snіzhana Khadzhy




Closing 15 tech positions simultaneously is a 

challenging task. But we were excited about the 

opportunity to build another strong, motivated, and 

productive permanent team from scratch,” said  

Snizhana Khadzhy, Global Recruitment Lead at 

StaffingPartner.

The outcome

All  are 

already contributing to the company’s 

success and helping them to achieve their 

noble goal - cancer treatment.

15 perfectly skilled specialists

staffingpartner.net

StaffingPartner recruiters were really successful in 

finding all the candidates we were looking for. 


They were very quick and flexible, so we got the first 

candidates in just 2 days.

Recruiter’s comment: Client’s comment:

reviews
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